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while the desired facts are established as
effectively as if the remainder were required.
2. Another aid in reviewing tables follows.
Reduce the following to whole or mixed
numbers:
5	7 9 10 11 19 20 23 21 23 25 18 20
etc.
2?sY 4^ 4* 6* 6* 6* 7* 7' 7' 9* 9'
3.	A help toward ease in "carrying" in
multiplication.
6X3        ==18	Repeat the table,  "car-
6	X 5 +1 = 31	rying" the tens of the last
6 X 6 -j- 3 = 39	product and adding it to
6X7+3==45	the new product.    This
6X9+4= 58	gives much practice in
6 X 2 -j- 5 = 17	carrying and adding which
6	X 1 + •*- =   ^   the usual repetition of the
6X4        =24   "tables" does not provide.
= 50 Observation has shown
that a very large part of
the errors in multiplication is due to lack of
facility in carrying and adding rather than
to lack of knowledge of multiplication facts;
so this drill is valuable.
 4.	Find the largest common factor in 18,
27, 45 ; in 21, 35; in 63, 45, 72; in 16, 20, 12;
in 24, 64, 56; in 30, 70, 80, and so on.
 5.	How many yards in 15 feet, 20 feet, 24
feet, etc.?   How many feet in 24 inches, 36
inches, 60 inches, 30 inches, 54 inches, etc.?
The above are all practical helps in making
the child familiar with multiplieation facts,
and therefore aid in division also.
 6.	The following exercise helps to clever
handling  of simple multiplication without
pencil; develops concentration and empha-
sizes the meaning of units and tens, and
place value:   6 X 32 = 180 -f 12 = 192;
7	X 23 = 140 -f 21 = 161;  9 X 54 =
450 -|- 36 = 486, and so on.
7.	8 X * =   56       The children and the
n X 9 =   72   teacher    place    such
7X6=    n   facts  upon the board,
12 X » = 1^8   n standing for the num-
n X 6 ==   54   ber  which  the  class
6 X ^ =    n   must substitute.    The
child who knows, runs
to the board, erases n and places the cor-
rect  number  in   its  place.     The  exercise
may be varied by (1) rewriting the whole
expression just under the one given  and
putting  the  number  in instead  of n,  as
follows:   8 X » = 56, 8 X 7 = 56, or (2)
writing "n = 7" immediately under the given
part; as follows:   8 X n = 56, n — 7.
  
(a)
8. To clarify multiplication and division
continue to emphasize place value.
(c)
352
26
(b)
352
X26
352
X26
12=  6X     2
300=  6X  50
1800=  6X300
40=20X 2
1000=20X 50
6000=20X300
9152
704
91JT2
6000=20X300
1000=20X   50
40=20X     2
1800= 6X300
300=  6X   50
12= 6X    2
9~T_
Find the first 3 products of (b) in (c).   Find
the last 3 products of (b) in (c).
(d)	(e)
352	352
	
2112
26	26	
f 1800= 6X300
704
"9152
300= 6X 50
12= 6X    2
'6000=20X300
1000=20X  50
40=20X    2
9152
The above is suggestive of what should be
seen and understood in this work.
9.	Aid to division.   72 -f- 8 = n.   Kead,
"How many 8's in 72?"    The expression
"divided by" is a technical expression which
does not emphasize the number idea involved.
So in the early days of division the question
given above is more helpful in keeping the
real number situation clear to the child.   As
suggested earlier in this work, the technical
signs and expressions must come in gradu-
ally, and must be interpreted through the
more familiar non-technical expression of
the same thought.
10.	Show the meaning of the process of
division; as follows:
(a)
1344-~-42=w
=32
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30+2=32
40+2)1344	'
1200=30X40
__
60=30X2
84
80=2X40
_
4=2X2
40 + 2)1344=1200 + 100 + 40+4
1200      60

